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Chapter 1. Configuring servers using configuration patterns

Server patterns are used to quickly provision or preprovision multiple servers (rack and tower servers and 
compute nodes) from a single set of defined configuration settings.

Learn more:  

• XClarity Administrator: Bare metal to cluster

• XClarity Administrator: Configuration patterns

Before you begin

After the 90-day free trial expires, you can continue to use XClarity Administrator to manage and monitor 

your hardware for free; however, you must purchase full-function-enablement licenses for each managed 

server that supports XClarity Administrator advanced functions to continue using the server configuration 

function. Lenovo XClarity Pro provides entitlement to service and support and the full-function-enablement 

license. For more information about purchasing Lenovo XClarity Pro, contact your Lenovo representative or 

authorized business partner. For more information, see Installing the full-function enablement license in the 

XClarity Administrator online documentation.

Review Configuration considerations for important information about configuration support for specific 

servers and devices.

About this task

You can use server patterns in XClarity Administrator to configure local storage, I/O adapters, boot order, 

and other baseboard management controller and Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) settings on 

managed servers. Server patterns also integrate support for virtualizing I/O addresses, so you can virtualize 

server fabric connections or repurpose servers without disruption to the fabric. You can also initiate SAN- 

zoning change requests in advance of receiving new hardware by virtualizing (preconfiguring) Fibre Channel 

addresses.

Procedure

The following figure illustrates the workflow for configuring managed servers. The solid arrows indicate 

actions taken by you. The dashed arrows indicate actions that are performed automatically by XClarity 

Administrator. 

Step 1. Create address pools.An address pool is a defined set of address ranges. Lenovo XClarity 

Administrator uses address pools to assign IP and I/O addresses to individual servers when the 

server patterns are deployed to those servers. 
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For more information about creating address pools, see Defining address pools in the XClarity 

Administrator online documentation.

Step 2. Create category patterns. 

A category pattern groups together related firmware settings and can be reused in multiple server 

patterns. You can create patterns for the following firmware categories: 

• System information

• Management interfaces

• Devices and I/O ports

• FC boot targets 

• I/O adapter ports

For more information about category patterns, see Working with server patterns in the XClarity 

Administrator online documentation.

Step 3. Create a server pattern. 

A server pattern represents pre-OS server configurations, including local storage configuration, I/O 

adapter configuration, boot settings, and other baseboard management controller and UEFI 

firmware settings. A server pattern is used as an overall pattern to quickly configure multiple 

servers at one time.

You can define multiple server patterns to represent different configurations that are used in your 

data center.

When defining a server pattern, select category patterns and address pools as needed to construct 

the desired configuration for a specific group of servers. A category pattern groups together related 

configuration settings that can be reused by multiple server patterns. 

You can create a server pattern from scratch for Converged, Flex System, NeXtScale, and System 

x servers to define the desired configuration before the hardware arrives. Or, you can create a 

server pattern from an existing managed server. When you create a server pattern from an existing 

server, XClarity Administrator learns category patterns from the selected server.

For more information about creating server patterns, see Creating a server pattern.

Step 4. Deploy the server pattern. 

You can deploy a server pattern to one or more individual servers or to groups of servers at the 

same firmware level. For example, you can deploy a server pattern to a chassis so all the compute 

nodes in that chassis are configured the same. During deployment, XClarity Administrator creates a 

server profile for each server to which the server pattern was deployed. Each server profile 

represents the specific configuration for a single server. It inherits settings from the server pattern 

and also contains server-specific information (such as assigned IP addresses and MAC addresses). 

Because the server profile inherits settings from the server pattern, if you change the server pattern, 

changes are automatically updated in the server profile. This way, you can maintain common 

configurations in one place.
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You can deploy a server pattern to: 

• Existing servers. A server profile is created for each server. The server profile is activated after 

the associated server is rebooted.

• Empty bays in an existing chassis. A server profile is created for each empty bay. The server 

profile that is associated with the empty bay can then be activated after the compute node is 

physically installed.

• Placeholder for a chassis that you do not yet have. You can pre-provision compute nodes in 

a chassis that you do not yet have by defining a placeholder chassis to act as a target for the 

server pattern before the hardware arrives. The placeholder chassis bundles all of the server 

profiles that are created for each empty compute-node bay. So, when the hardware arrives, you 

can assign the server profiles to all compute nodes in the new chassis by deploying the 

placeholder chassis to the new chassis. Each server profile is activated after the associated 

compute node is rebooted.

Note: You can deploy a server pattern to multiple servers; however, multiple patterns cannot be 

deployed to a single server.

Attention: 

• Ensure that all target servers are at the same firmware level. When you learn a pattern from a 

specific server, the pattern contains configuration settings for the versions of firmware that are 

installed on that server. 

• The settings on a server can become out of compliance with its server profile if settings are 

changed without using Configuration Patterns or if an issue occurred during deployment, such a 

firmware issue or an invalid setting. You can determine the compliance status of each server 

from the Configuration Patterns: Server Profiles page.

For more information about deploying a server pattern, see Deploying a server pattern to a server

and Deploying a placeholder chassis in the XClarity Administrator online documentation.

Step 5. Modify server configuration by editing the server pattern. 

You use server patterns to control a common configuration from a single place. You no longer 

update settings directly on servers. Instead, you update category patterns and server patterns, and 

the changes are automatically deployed to all associated profiles and their servers.

For more information about editing a server pattern, see Modifying a server pattern in the XClarity 

Administrator online documentation.

Configuration considerations

Before you begin configuring servers through Lenovo XClarity Administrator, review the following important 
considerations.
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• If a server profile includes earlier firmware levels and you update firmware to later levels, XClarity 

Administrator compares the stored profile settings to the server settings, and reports “Not Compliant.” 

Hover the cursor over the “Not Compliant” status to determine the reason for the non-compliance. 

You can manually change the status of Not Compliant” devices to “Compliant” without redeploying the 

profile by selecting the devices, and then clicking All Actions ➙ Make Compliant. 

• After upgrading firmware (such as UEFI, BMC or I/O controllers) on a server, some configurations might 

change (for example, when adding new items, deleting existing items, or changing the behaviors or value 

range of an item). As a result, the server profile might become non-compliant or applying the server 

pattern might fail if it is created using a previous firmware level. In this case, it is recommended that you 

choose to learn a new pattern based on the updated firmware or edit the failed pattern to exclude the 

configuration of specific items, and then apply that pattern to the server.

• XClarity Administrator v2.8 does not support configuration patterns for ThinkSystem SR635 and SR655 

servers in the following situations.

– If XClarity Administrator v2.7 manages ThinkSystem SR635 and SR655 servers running 20A firmware, 

and you upgrade to 20B firmware using the baseboard management controller before upgrading to 

XClarity Administrator v2.8

– If XClarity Administrator v2.7 manages ThinkSystem SR635 and SR655 servers running 20B firmware 

before upgrading to XClarity Administrator v2.8

– If XClarity Administrator v2.8 manages ThinkSystem SR635 and SR655 servers running 20A firmware, 

and you upgrade to 20B firmware using the baseboard management controller

• The QLogic 8200 2-Port 10GbE SFP+ VFA adapter has invalid values for these settings: 

iSCSIFirstTargetParameters_iSCSIName, iSCSISecondTargetParameters_iSCSIName and 

IPv6LinkLocalAddress. You must manually correct these values in the system setup before learning the 

configuration pattern from the server or correct the values in the learned configuration pattern.

• For Flex System x240 and x440 Compute Nodes with embedded RAID adapters, server patterns that 

define RAID configuration definitions can be deployed only to one or more servers that do not have 

existing RAID configurations. If a server pattern is deployed to a server that has an existing RAID 

configuration, the existing arrays and volumes are not overwritten. To apply the RAID configuration that is 

defined in the server pattern, you must first clear the servers existing RAID configuration (see Clearing the 

RAID configuration for a server in the XClarity Administrator online documentation), and then redeploy the 

server profile by selecting the server and clicking More ➙ Deploy Server Profile. 

• The onboard storage controllers in Flex System x220, Flex System x222, and ThinkSystem servers 

support software-based RAID. However, configuration of software RAID using Configuration Patterns is 

not supported.

• When configuring RAID using Configuration Patterns, if the server is powered off, the server boots to 

BIOS/UEFI Setup automatically before activating the server profile.

• For ThinkServer servers, Configuration Patterns are not supported.

• Certain I/O devices cannot be configured using server patterns. For more information, see XClarity 

Administrator Support – Compatibility webpage.

• If advanced features (such as SPAR, Easy Connect, and stack) are enabled on Flex switches EN4093R, 

CN4093, SI4093, or SI4091, network configurations might not be applied correctly on internal ports.

• By default, Flex switch SI4093 is shipped with SPAR enabled. If you want to deploy network settings using 

port patterns to internal ports on these switches, you must manually remove the switch internal ports from 

SPAR or remove the SPAR configurations from the switch.

• It is recommended that you do not use XClarity Administrator to configure the Converged and ThinkAgile 

appliances using Configuration Patterns.

• Ensure that all available ports are enabled on the installed adapters before creating the Configuration 

Patterns from an existing server so that all available ports and settings are included in the pattern. Then, if 

needed, you can disable any ports using the appropriate settings defined in the pattern. If ports are 
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disabled when the pattern is created, the pattern might not be created correctly, and the pattern might not 

deploy successfully.
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Chapter 2. Creating a server pattern

When you create a server pattern, you define the configuration characteristics for a specific type of server. 
You can create a server pattern from scratch using default settings or using settings from an existing server.

About this task

Before you create a server pattern, consider the following suggestions. 

• The first time that you create a server pattern, consider creating it from an existing server. When you 

create a server pattern from an existing server, Lenovo XClarity Administrator learns and creates extended 

category patterns for some I/O adapter ports, UEFI, and baseboard management controller settings. 

Then, those category patterns are available for use in any server pattern that you create later. For more 

information about category patterns, see Defining firmware settings.

• Identify groups of servers that have the same hardware options and that you want to configure the same 

way. You can use a server pattern to apply the same configuration settings to multiple servers, thereby 

controlling a common configuration from one place.

• Identify the aspects of configuration that you want to customize for the server pattern (for example, local 

storage, network adapters, boot settings, management controller settings, UEFI settings).

• You cannot manage local user accounts or configure the LDAP server using Configuration Patterns.

Important: If the management node fails, you might lose your server patterns. Always back up the 

management software after you create or modify server patterns (see Backing up XClarity Administrator in the 

XClarity Administrator online documentation).

Procedure

To create a server pattern, complete the following steps.

Step 1. From the XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Server Configuration Patterns. 

The Server Configuration Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Server Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Create icon ( ). The New Server Pattern Wizard is displayed.

Step 4. To create the server pattern, perform one of the following actions. 

• Click Create a new pattern from an existing server to use settings from an existing server. 

Then, select the managed server on which the new pattern is to be based from the displayed list. 

When you create a server pattern from an existing server, XClarity Administrator learns the 

settings from the specified managed server (including the extended port, UEFI, and 

management-controller settings) and dynamically creates category patterns for those settings. If 

the server is brand new, Lenovo XClarity Administrator learns the manufacturing settings. If 

XClarity Administrator is managing the server, XClarity Administrator uses the customized 

settings. You can then customize the settings specifically for the servers to which this pattern is 

to be deployed.

• Click Create a new pattern from scratch to use default settings. Then, select the server type in 

the Form Factor field.

Note: The options that are presented on the remaining tabs might differ depending on the type of 

server for which you are creating a pattern.

Step 5. Enter the name of the pattern and a description.
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Step 6.  Optional: Customize the server-profile name by selecting the Custom toggle and then selecting 

one or more elements to include in the naming schema (such as custom text, server name, and 

incrementing number) and the order.

Step 7. Click Next

Step 8. Choose the local storage configuration to be applied when this pattern is deployed to a server, and 

click Next. 

For information about local storage settings, see Defining local storage.

Step 9.  Optional: Optional: Modify the I/O adapter addressing, and define additional I/O adapters to 

match the hardware that you expect to configure with this pattern, and click Next. 

For information about I/O adapter settings, see Defining I/O adapters.

Step 10. Define the boot order to be applied when this pattern is deployed to a server, and click Next. 

For information about SAN boot targets settings, see Defining boot options.

Step 11. Select firmware settings from the list of existing category patterns. 

You can create new category patterns by clicking the Create icon ( ).

For information about firmware settings, see Defining firmware settings.

Step 12. Click Save to save the pattern, or click Save and Deploy to save and immediately deploy the 

pattern to one or more servers. 

For information about deploying a server pattern, see Deploying a server pattern to a server.

After you finish

If you clicked Save and Deploy, the Deploy Server Pattern page is displayed. From this page, you can 

deploy the server pattern to specific servers.

If you clicked Save, the server pattern and all category patterns are saved to the Server Patterns page. 

From this page, you can perform the following actions on selected server patterns: 
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• View details about the pattern by clicking the pattern name in the Name column.

• Deploy the pattern (see Deploying a server pattern to a server).

• Copy the pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Edit the pattern (see Modifying a server pattern in the XClarity Administrator online documentation).

• Rename the pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ).

• Delete the pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Export and import server patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator 

online documentation).

Defining local storage

You can define the local-storage configuration to be applied to target servers when this pattern is deployed.

About this task

Notes: 

• The onboard storage controllers in Flex System x220, Flex System x222, and ThinkSystem servers 

support software-based RAID. However, configuration of software RAID using Configuration Patterns is 

not supported.

• When configuring RAID using Configuration Patterns, if the server is powered off, the server boots to 

BIOS/UEFI Setup automatically before activating the server profile.

Procedure

To define the local-storage configuration, complete the following steps.

Step 1. From the New Server Pattern Wizard, click the Local Storage tab. 
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Step 2. To define local-storage settings, choose one of the following options. 

• Specify storage configuration. (Devices without exiting RAID configurations only) Basic RAID 

settings are configured on the local boot device during deployment

Specify the storage configuration based on the storage option. You can add additional storage 

options by clicking the Add ( ) icon. 

– RAID Adapter. Choose the RAID level, characteristics, and the number of drives that are 

installed in the server. RAID 0, 1, 5 are supported. In addition, you can choose advanced 

volume settings, such as stripe size, policies, and number of hot spare drives.
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ThinkSystem servers with XCC version 2.1 and later (ThinkSystem SR950 requires XCC 

version 1.4 or later), you can also specify the RAID adapter slot number and drive bay 

numbers to create a single volume using the available array capacity. In this case, RAID level 

0, 1, 5, 6, 10, 50, 60, and 00 are supported. In addition, you can choose advanced volume 

settings, such as stripe size, policies, and hot spare drives.

Note: On the target server, ensure that there are enough available drives of the specified 

type, and ensure that the RAID state of the drives is "Unconfigured Good," as reported in the 

Drives section on the servers Inventory Details page (see Viewing the details of a managed 

server in the Lenovo XClarity Administrator online documentation).

– Lenovo SD Media Adapter. Choose the where to create the volume and the volume size. 

You can also choose advanced volume settings, such as media type and access policy.

– ThinkSystem M.2 with Mirroring. Choose the PCI slot, RAID level, volume name, and stripe 

size to create a single volume using the available array capacity.

– You can define multiple ThinkSystem M.2 with Mirroring storage adapters, each in a 

different PCI slot.

– For ThinkSystem Edge Servers, you must specify a specific PCI slot number. For other 

ThinkSystem servers that have only one M.2 RAID adapter installed, you can choose First 

Matched (the default value) or specify a specific PCI slot number.

– Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory. Choose the type of persistent memory, warning 

threshold for the percentage of remaining capacity, and percentage of total capacity to be 

used as memory. (The remaining memory is used as persistent storage).

Attention: 

– To configure Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory DIMMs, security must be disabled and a 

namespace must not be created.

– Enable Security is supported only when the security state is “Disabled” for all Intel Optane 

DC Persistent Memory DIMMs in the server.

– Disable Security and Secure Erase are supported only when the security state is “Locked” 

and the passphrase is the same for all Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory DIMMs in the 

server.

– The Intel Optane DC PMEM security state is not included in the XClarity Administrator 

inventory. You can manually check the security state in UEFi.

• Keep existing storage configuration on target. The existing storage configuration is not 

changed during deployment. Choose this option to use the storage configuration that is already 

in place on the target server.

• Disable local disk. (Flex System x240 Compute Node only) The on-board storage controller and 

storage option ROM (both UEFI and Legacy) are disabled during deployment. Disabling the local 

disk drive decreases the overall boot time when booting from SAN.

Defining I/O adapters

You can define I/O port settings and addressing mode to be applied to target servers when this pattern is 
deployed.

About this task

If you intend to virtualize or reassign your I/O adapter addresses, you can configure this pattern to use virtual 

I/O adapter addressing.

If you are creating a pattern from an existing server, some adapter information might be automatically 

learned. You can define additional I/O adapter patterns to match the hardware that you expect to have in the 
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servers when this pattern is deployed. By defining I/O adapter patterns, you can configure adapter-port 

settings for your supported adapter. If using virtual I/O adapter addresses, you can also define SAN boot 

targets for Fibre Channel adapters that you add (see Defining boot options).

Procedure

To define I/O adapter settings, complete the following steps.

Step 1. From the New Server Pattern Wizard, click the I/O Adapters tab. 

Note: You can display additional information about the I/O adapters by clicking Advanced 

Settings.

Step 2. If you are creating a server pattern for a server in a Flex System chassis, choose the type of I/O- 

adapter addressing mode: 

• Burned in. Use existing World Wide Name (WWN) and Media Access Control (MAC) addresses 

that are provided with the adapter from manufacturing.

• Virtual. Use virtual I/O adapter addressing to simplify the management of LAN and SAN 

connections. Virtualizing I/O-addresses reassigns the burned-in hardware addresses with 

virtualized Fibre WWN and Ethernet MAC addresses. This can speed deployment by pre- 

configuring SAN zone membership and facilitate failover by eliminating the need to reconfigure 

SAN-zoning and LUN-masking assignments when replacing hardware.

When virtual addressing is enabled, both Ethernet and Fibre Channel addresses are allocated by 

default regardless of defined adapters. You can choose the pool from which Ethernet and Fibre 

Channel addresses are allocated.

You can also edit virtual-address settings by clicking the Edit icon ( ) next to the address 

modes.

Restriction: Virtual addressing is supported for only servers in Flex System chassis. Rack and 

tower servers are not supported.

Step 3. If you are creating a server pattern for a server in a Flex System chassis, select one of the following 

scalability options. The rows in the table change based on what is selected. 

• Non-scalable Flex system

• 2 node scalable Flex system

• 4 node scalable Flex system

Step 4. Choose the I/O adapters that you expect to be installed in the servers to which the pattern is to be 

deployed. To add an adapter:  
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a. Click the Add I/O Adapter link in the table to display the Add I/O Adapter 1 or LOM dialog.

b. Select the PCI slot for the adapter.

c. Select the adapter type from the table. 

Note: By default, the table lists only I/O adapters that are currently installed in the managed 

servers. To list all supported I/O adapters, click All Supported Adapters.

d. Select the initial port pattern to be assigned to all ports in the port group when the pattern is 

deployed. 

Port patterns are used to modify port settings that are learned from the server. These initial 

port patterns are assigned when the adapter is first added. After the adapter is added, you can 

assign different patterns to individual ports from the I/O Adapter page.

You can create a port pattern by clicking the Create icon ( ). You can create a port pattern 

based on an existing pattern by clicking the Edit icon ( ).

For more information about port patterns, see Defining port settings.

e. Click Add to add the port pattern to the table on the I/O Adapter page.

Defining boot options

You can define the boot order to be applied to the target servers when this pattern is deployed.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to create a boot-options pattern.

Step 1. From the New Server Pattern Wizard, click the Boot tab. 

Step 2. Select one of the following system-boot modes: 

• UEFI Only Boot. Select this option to configure a server that supports Unified Extensible 

Firmware Interface (UEFI). If you are booting UEFI-enabled operating systems, this option might 

shorten boot time by disabling legacy option ROMs. 

If the pattern is learned from a Thinksystem server, you can click the Primary Boot Order tab to 

specify the boot order. You can keep the boot order that is specified on the server to which the 

pattern is to be deployed or configure the boot order to specify the order in which boot options 

are to be applied. However, boot priority of boot devices in a device group (boot option) is not 

supported.
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• UEFI First, Then Legacy. Select this option to configure a server to attempt to boot using UEFI 

first. If there is an issue, the server attempts to boot in legacy mode. 

If the pattern is learned from a Thinksystem server, you can click the Primary Boot Order tab to 

specify the boot order. You can keep the boot order that is specified on the server to which the 

pattern is to be deployed or configure the boot order to specify the order in which boot options 

are to be applied. However, boot priority of boot devices in a device group (boot option) is not 

supported.

• Legacy Only Boot. Select this option if you are configuring a server to boot an operating system 

that requires legacy (BIOS) firmware. Select this option only if you are booting non-UEFI enabled 

operating systems.

Tip: If you select the legacy-only boot mode (which makes boot time much faster), you cannot 

activate any Features on Demand (FoD) keys.

If you choose this option, you can specify: 

– Primary Boot Order. Choose to keep the boot order specified on the server to which the 

pattern is to be deployed. You can also choose to configure the Legacy Only boot order to 

specify the order in which boot options are to be applied.

– Wake on LAN (WoL) Boot Order. Choose to keep the current WoL boot order specified on 

the server to which the pattern is to be deployed. You can also choose to configure the 

Legacy Only boot order to specify the order in which WoL boot options are to be applied.

• Keep existing boot mode. Select this option to keep the existing settings on the target server. 

No changes to the boot order are made when the pattern is deployed. 

Step 3. Select the SAN Boot tab to choose a boot target pattern and specify boot device targets. 

Note: If you defined Fibre Channel adapters and enabled virtual addressing when you defined the 

I/O adapters, you can set SAN primary and secondary boot targets for the Fibre Channel adapters. 

You can specify multiple worldwide port name (WWPN) and logical unit number (LUN) identifiers for 

the storage targets.

Defining firmware settings

You can specify the baseboard management controller and UEFI firmware settings that are to be applied to 
target servers when this pattern is deployed.

About this task

The firmware settings are organized into categories that group together related settings. For each category, 

you can create a category pattern that contains common firmware settings and can be reused by multiple 

server patterns. Most of the firmware settings that you can configure directly on the baseboard management 

controller and UEFI can also be configured through category patterns. The firmware settings that are 

available depend on the server type, your Flex System environment, and the scope of the server pattern.

Category patterns can be predefined, user-defined, or learned from existing servers: 

• Extended category patterns are patterns for some I/O adapter ports, advanced Unified Extensible 

Firmware Interface (UEFI), and baseboard management-controller (BMC) settings that are learned and 

dynamically created from a specific managed server. Lenovo XClarity Administrator creates these 

patterns when you create a server pattern from an existing server. You cannot manually create extended 

category patterns; however, you can edit the patterns after they are created.

• User-defined category patterns are patterns that you can create, including system information, 

management interfaces, devices and I/O ports, Fibre Channel boot targets, and I/O adapter ports. 
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Procedure

Complete the following steps to define firmware settings.

Step 1. From the New Server Pattern Wizard, click the Firmware Settings tab. 

Step 2. Choose the category-pattern type that includes the settings that you want to define. 

• System information. Use this category pattern to define automatic system-name generation, 

contact names, and locations. For more information about system-information patterns, see 

Defining system-information settings.

• Management interfaces. Use this category pattern to define automatic host-name generation, 

management IP-address assignments, domain name system (DNS) settings, and internet speed 

settings. For more information about management-interfaces patterns, see Defining 

management-interface settings).

• Devices and I/O ports. Use this category pattern to define console redirection and COM ports, 

PCIe speed, onboard devices, adapter option ROM, and option ROM execution order. For more 

information about device and I/O port patterns, see Defining devices and I/O ports settings. 

• Extended BMC. Use this category pattern to define other baseboard management-controller 

settings. The extended management-controller patterns are automatically created when you 

create a server pattern from an existing server. You cannot manually create an extended 

management-controller pattern. For more information about management-interfaces patterns, 

see Defining extended management-controller settings.).

• Extended UEFI. Use this category pattern to define other Unified Extensible Firmware Interface 

(UEFI) settings. The extended UEFI patterns are automatically created when you create a server 

pattern from an existing server. You cannot manually create an extended UEFI pattern. For more 

information about management-interfaces patterns, see Defining extended UEFI settings).

Step 3. Create new category patterns by clicking the Create icon ( ) next to that category-pattern type. 

You can also edit an existing category pattern by selecting a specific pattern from the drop-down 

list and clicking the Edit icon ( ) next to that category-pattern type. You can also copy an existing 

category pattern by editing the pattern and clicking Save As to save it with a new name.
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Defining system-information settings

You can define system name, contact, and location information by creating a system information pattern.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to create a system-information pattern.

Step 1. From the Lenovo XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The 

Configuration Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the System Information Patterns vertical tab, and then click the Create icon ( ). 

Tip: You can also create a new system-information pattern from the Firmware Settings page of the 

New Server Pattern wizard by clicking the Create icon next to the System Information selection.

Step 4. In the New System Information Pattern dialog, specify the following information.  

• Enter a name and description for the pattern.

• Choose whether to automatically generate system names. If you click Custom, you can specify 

how names are to be generated when the pattern is deployed. If you click Disable, the system 

name remains unchanged on each server when the pattern is deployed. For most devices, the 

name is limited to 256 English characters by the baseboard management controller. 

Automatically generated names are truncated to 256 characters.

• Specify the person to be contacted for this server and the location of the server.

Note: If SNMP is enabled, you must specify a contact and system location.

Step 5. Click Create.

Results

The new pattern is listed on the System Information Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: Category 

Patterns page:  
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From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Modifying current pattern settings by clicking the Edit icon ( ).

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining management-interface settings

You can define hostnames, IP address, domain name system (DNS), interface speed, and port assignments 
for the management interface by creating a management interface pattern.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to create a management-interface pattern.

Note: Duplex settings are not supported by server patterns.

Step 1. From the Lenovo XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The 

Configuration Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Management Interface Patterns vertical tab, and then click the Create icon ( ). 

Tip: You can also create a new management-interface pattern from the Firmware settings page of 

the New Server Pattern wizard by clicking the Create icon ( ) next to the Management Interface 

selection.

Step 4. In the New Management Interface Pattern dialog, specify the following information.  

• Enter a name and description for the pattern.
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• Click the Hostname tab, and choose whether to automatically generate hostnames. If you click 

Custom, you can specify how names are to be generated when the pattern is deployed. If you 

click Disable, the hostname remains unchanged on each server when the pattern is deployed. 

Hostnames are limited to 63 English characters by the baseboard management controller. 

Automatically generated names are truncated to 63 characters.

• Click the Management IP Addresses tab, and configure IPv4 and IPv6 addresses settings. 

For IPv4 addresses, you can choose one of the following options:  

– Obtain dynamic IP address from DHCP server.

– First by DHCP. If it is not successful, obtain a static IP address from the address pool.

– Obtain a static IP address from the address pool. 

For IPv6 addresses, you can choose to:  

– Use the stateless address auto configuration.

– Obtain a dynamic IP address from a DHCP server.

– Obtain a static IP address from the address pool.

In the Domain Name System (DNS) tab, choose to enable or disable the Dynamic Domain 

Name Service (DDNS). If you enable DDNS, you can choose one of the following options: 

– Obtain domain name from DHCP server.

– Specify a domain name.

• Click the Interface Settings tab, and specify the maximum transmission unit (MTU). The default 

is 1500.

• Click the Port Assignments tab, and specify the numbers to use for the following ports:

– HTTP

– HTTPS

– Telnet CLI

– SSH CLI

– SNMP agent

– SNMP traps

– Remote control console

– CIM over HTTP

– CIM over HTTPS

Step 5. Click Create.

Results

The new pattern is listed on the Management Interface Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: 

Category Patterns page:  
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From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Modifying current pattern settings by clicking the Edit icon ( ).

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining devices and I/O ports settings

You can enable console redirection and enable and define the characteristics of the COM 1 port by creating 
a device and I/O ports pattern.

Procedure

To create a device and I/O ports pattern, complete the following steps.

Step 1. From the Lenovo XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The 

Configuration Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Devices and I/O Ports Patterns vertical tab, and then click the Create icon ( ). 

Tip: You can also create a devices and I/O ports pattern from the Firmware Settings page of the 

New Server Pattern wizard by clicking the Create icon ( ) next to the Devices and I/O Ports 

selection.

Step 4. In the New Devices and I/O Ports Pattern dialog, specify the following information.  

• Enter a name and description for the pattern.

• Choose to enable or disable console redirection. If you enable console redirection, you can 

choose to enable or disable the following: 
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– Serial over LAN.

– Service processor redirection. If you enable service processor redirection, you can choose 

to use COM port 1 or 2 for the Legacy optional serial data port. Note that if disabled, COM 

port 1 is always used.You can also choose one of the following CLI modes: 

– Disable

– Enable with user-defined keystroke sequence

– Enable with EMS compatible keystroke sequence

• Choose to enable or disable COM ports 1 and 2. If you choose to enable COM ports, specify the 

following settings: 

– Baud rate

– Data bits

– Parity

– Stop bits 

– Text emulation

– Active after boot

– Flow control

Step 5. Click Create.

Results

The new pattern is listed on the Devices and I/O Ports Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: Category 

Patterns page:  

From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Modifying current pattern settings by clicking the Edit icon ( ).

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 
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• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining Fibre Channel boot-target settings

You can configure the server to boot from a storage area network (SAN) device instead of from local disk 
drive by creating a Fibre Channel boot-target pattern. 

Procedure

Complete the following steps to create a Fibre Channel boot-target pattern.

Restriction: Fibre Channel boot targets are supported for only Flex compute nodes. Standalone rack and 

tower servers are not supported.

Step 1. From the Lenovo XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The 

Configuration Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Fibre Channel Boot Target Pattern vertical tab, and then click the Create icon ( ).

Step 4. In the New Fibre Channel Boot Target Pattern dialog, specify the following information.  

• Enter a name and description for the pattern.

• Specify one or more WWPN addresses and LUN identifiers to use as primary boot targets. In 

addition, you can optionally specify one or more WWPN addresses and LUN identifiers to use as 

secondary boot targets.

For example, you can add the storage primary paths as primary targets, and the storage 

secondary paths as secondary targets. By using different target groups in different server 

patterns, you can balance the storage load during simultaneous boot requests from multiple 

hosts. 

Tip: If you specify 00:00:00:00:00:00:00:00 for the WWPN, XClarity Administrator attempts to 

boot from the first discovered target.

Step 5. Click Create.

Results

The new pattern is listed on the Fibre Channel Boot Target Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: 

Category Patterns page:
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From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Modifying current pattern settings by clicking the Edit icon ( ).

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining port settings

You can define typical port settings for a specific I/O adapter type by creating a port pattern.

About this task

You can use network settings in port patterns to configure switch internal ports. However, you cannot use 

port patterns to configure the switch global settings, such as VLAN IDs, global UFP mode, global CEE mode, 

and global FIPs. You must manually configure the global settings using the following rules that are 

compatible with the internal port settings that you intend to deploy before you deploy the port patterns. You 

also cannot use port patterns to configure the PVID tagging. See the documentation that came with your 

switch to determine the compatibility checks between the global settings and internal port settings and how 

to configure these settings for that switch. 

• Ensure that globalCEEState is “On” when PFC is configured.

• Ensure that globalCEEState is “On” when vport is set to “FCoE” mode.

• Ensure that globalCEEState is “On” and globalFIPsState is “On” when FIPs are configured.

• Ensure that globalUFPMode is “Enable” when the switch internal port mode is set to “UFP” mode.

• Ensure that the VLAN ID is created before adding a port to a specific VLAN.
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Procedure

Complete the following steps to create an I/O adapter port pattern.

Step 1. From the Lenovo XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The 

Configuration Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Port Pattern vertical tab, and then click the Create icon ( ). 

Tip: You can also create a new port pattern from the Add I/O Adapter page by clicking the Create 

icon ( ) next to the Initial port pattern selection.

Step 4. In the New Port Pattern dialog, specify the following information.  

• Enter a name and description for the pattern.

• Specify the following adapter and port compatibility settings. When assigning patterns to 

adapters and ports, pattern settings are filtered based on compatibility with the target adapter or 

port.

– Target adapter type

– Target port operational mode, including: 

– pNIC mode

– vNIC virtual fabric mode

– vNIC switch independent mode

– vNIC unified fabric protocol mode

These settings enable NIC virtualization. For more information, see NIC Virtualization in Flex 

System Fabric Solutions.

– Target port protocols, including: 

– Ethernet only

– Ethernet and FCoE

– Ethernet and iSCSI

– Port extended settings pattern, which is used to configure additional port settings that are 

learned from the server

• If you set the target port operational mode to pNIC mode, choose to apply corresponding 

settings to the Flex switch internal ports, where applicable. If selected, you can configure 

additional VLAN and advanced settings:

– Specify the target port protocol.

– If you set the target port protocol to Ethernet and FCoE, optionally select and specify the 

priority 2 ID.

• If you set the target port operational mode to vNIC virtual fabric mode, configure the physical 

function settings, including the type and VLAN tag for each function.

• If you set the target port operational mode to vNIC switch independent mode, specify the type, 

minimum bandwidth and VLAN tag for each enabled function. You can also choose to apply 

corresponding settings to the Flex switch internal ports, where applicable. If selected, you can 

configure additional switch internal port and advanced settings: 

– Specify the default LAN, which is used only by the operating system when the operating 

system sends untagged packets. 

– Specify a comma separated list of VLANs.

– Choose to configure manual control and specify the triggers.

– Choose to configure flow control type, including  

– Keep existing flow control
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– Priority-based flow control

– Link-level flow control

For more information about these flow-control types, see the documentation that came with 

your Flex switch.

• If you set the target port operational mode to vNIC unified fabric protocol mode, choose to 

apply corresponding settings to the Flex switch internal ports, where applicable. If selected, you 

can configure additional UFP function and advanced settings:

– Specify the QoS Mode (bandwidth or priority). 

– Choose to enable default VLAN ID tagging and specify the mode, minimum bandwidth and 

VLAN tag for each enabled function.

– Choose to configure layer 2 failure and specify the number of triggers for each function.

– For bandwidth QoS mode, specify the flow control type (priority based, link-level, or existing 

flow control).

– For bandwidth QoS mode, choose to whether priority 4 is enabled when iSCSI is selected.

Note: Ensure that global failover is “On” when defining failover triggers.

Step 5. Click Create.

Results

The new pattern is listed on the Port Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: Category Patterns page: 

From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Modifying current pattern settings by clicking the Edit icon ( ).

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).
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Defining extended management-controller settings

The extended baseboard management-controller settings are learned and dynamically created from a 
specific managed server. Lenovo XClarity Administrator creates these patterns when you create a server 
pattern from an existing server. You cannot manually create extended management-controller patterns; 
however, you can copy and modify the patterns that have already been created. 

Before you begin

Note: IMM thermal setting might conflict with the UEFI operating-mode setting. If they do conflict, the UEFI 

settings overwrites the IMM setting when the device is rebooted, and any thermal settings that you define in 

an extended baseboard management-controller pattern will be out of compliance. To resolve the non- 

compliance issue, either remove the setting from the extended baseboard management-controller pattern or 

select a setting that does not conflict with the current UEFI operating-mode setting.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to modify extended management-controller patterns.

Step 1. From the XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The Configuration 

Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Extended BMC Patterns vertical tab. 

Step 4. Select the pattern to be modified, and click the Edit icon ( ).

Step 5. Modify the appropriate fields. 

You can select the settings that you want to include in the category pattern by clicking Include/ 

Exclude settings.

• To configure DNS settings, click Network Settings Interface ➙ DNS Configuration. You can 

enable DNS, select the IP protocol, and specify up to three IPv4 or IPv6 addresses, and enable 

the discovery of XClarity Administrator IP addresses.

Note: For Flex System devices, you can configure only the IP address to use to discover the 

XClarity Administrator server.

• To configure NTP settings, click Network Settings Interface ➙ Integrated Module NTP 

Setting. You can specify the host name for up to 4 NTP servers and the frequency.

Note: For Flex System devices, you cannot configure NTP settings.

• (Rack servers only) To data and time settings, click General Settings ➙ Integrated Module 

Clock Settings. You can specify the time zone (UTC offset), enable or disable daylight savings 

time (DST), and choose whether to use UTC or the local time on the host.

• To change user account security settings, click Account Security Configuration.

Step 6. Click Save to the save changes to the current category pattern, or click Save As to save changes in 

a new category pattern.

Results

The modified category pattern is listed on the Extended BMC Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: 

Category Patterns page: 
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From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining extended UEFI settings

The extended Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) settings are learned and dynamically created from 
a specific managed server. Lenovo XClarity Administrator creates these patterns when you create a server 
pattern from an existing server. You cannot manually create extended UEFI patterns; however, you can copy 
and modify the patterns that have already been created.

About this task

The following Extended UEFI patterns are predefined by Lenovo XClarity Administrator to optimize your 

servers for specific environments. 

• ESXi Install Options

• Efficiency – Favor Performance

• Efficiency – Favor Power

• Maximum Performance

• Minimal Power

Notes: 

• Modification of UEFI security settings (including secure boot, trusted platform module (TPM), and physical 

presence policy configuration) are not supported using Extended UEFI Patterns.

• You can modify the UEFI administrator password for selected ThinkSystem and ThinkAgile servers from 

the Servers page by clicking All Actions ➙ Security ➙ UEFI Administrator Password. Lenovo XClarity 

Controller firmware level 20A is required.
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Procedure

Complete the following steps to modify extended UEFI patterns.

Step 1. From the XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The Configuration 

Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Extended UEFI Patterns vertical tab. 

Step 4. Select the pattern to be modified, and click the Edit icon ( ).

Step 5. Modify the appropriate fields. 

You can select the settings that you want to include in the category pattern by clicking Include/ 

Exclude settings.

Step 6. Click Save to the save changes to the current category pattern, or click Save As to save changes in 

a new category pattern.

Results

The modified category pattern is listed on the Extended UEFI Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: 

Category Patterns page:  

From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).
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• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining extended port settings

Extended port settings are learned and dynamically created from a specific managed server. Lenovo XClarity 
Administrator creates these patterns when you create a server pattern from an existing server. You cannot 
manually create extended port patterns; however, you can copy and modify the patterns that have already 
been created.

About this task

XClarity Administrator provides the following predefined extended port pattern: 

• Virtual fabric balanced Ethernet. Lenovo supplied port pattern for Virtual Fabric mode vNIC mode, 

Ethernet only

Some device-level settings on Mellanox and Broadcom I/O adapters must be set to the same value on all 

ports. If the settings are set to different values on different ports, the settings for one port will be used, and 

the settings for other ports will be out of compliance. To resolve the non-compliance issue, select the same 

value for those device level settings.

For Mellanox I/O adapters, the following settings must be set to the same value on all ports. 

• Advanced power settings

• PCI Virtual Functions Advertised

• Slot power limiter

• Virtualization Mode

For Broadcom I/O adapters, the following settings must be set to the same value on all ports. 

• Banner Message Timeout

• BW Limit

• BW Limit Valid

• BW Reservation

• BW Reservation Valid

• Enable PME Capability

• Maximum Number of PF MSI-X Vectors

• Multi-Function Mode 

• Number of MSI-X Vectors per VF

• Number of VFs Per PF

• Option ROM

• SR-IOV

• Support RDMA

Procedure

Complete the following steps to modify extended port patterns.

Step 1. From the XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The Configuration 

Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Extended Port Patterns vertical tab. 

Step 4. Select the pattern to be modified, and click the Edit icon ( ).
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Step 5. Modify the appropriate fields. 

You can select the settings that you want to include in the category pattern by clicking Include/ 

Exclude settings.

Step 6. Click Save to the save changes to the current category pattern, or click Save As to save changes in 

a new category pattern.

Results

The modified category pattern is listed on the Extended Port Patterns tab in the Configuration Patterns: 

Category Patterns page:  

From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining extended SR635/SR655 BIOS settings

The extended SR635/SR655 BIOS settings are learned and dynamically created from a specific managed 
server. Lenovo XClarity Administrator creates these patterns when you create a server pattern from an 
existing ThinkSystem SR635 or SR655 server. You cannot manually create extended SR635/SR655 BIOS 
patterns; however, you can copy and modify the patterns that have already been created.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to modify extended SR635/SR655 BIOS patterns.
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Step 1. From the XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The Configuration 

Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Extended SR635/SR655 BIOS Patterns vertical tab. 

Step 4. Select the pattern to be modified, and click the Edit icon ( ).

Step 5. Modify the appropriate fields. 

You can select the settings that you want to include in the category pattern by clicking Include/ 

Exclude settings.

Step 6. Click Save to the save changes to the current category pattern, or click Save As to save changes in 

a new category pattern.

Results

The modified category pattern is listed on the Extended SR635/SR655 BIOS Patterns tab in the 

Configuration Patterns: Category Patterns page: 

From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).

Defining extended ThinkServer CPlus BIOS settings

The extended ThinkServer CPlus BIOS settings are learned and dynamically created from a specific 
managed server. Lenovo XClarity Administrator creates these patterns when you create a server pattern from 
an existing ThinkServer CPlus server. You cannot manually create extended ThinkServer CPlus BIOS 
patterns; however, you can copy and modify the patterns that have already been created.

Procedure

Complete the following steps to modify extended ThinkServer CPlus BIOS patterns.

Step 1. From the XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Patterns. The Configuration 

Patterns: Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Category Patterns tab.

Step 3. Click the Extended ThinkServer CPlus BIOS Patterns vertical tab. 

Step 4. Select the pattern to be modified, and click the Edit icon ( ).

Step 5. Modify the appropriate fields. 

You can select the settings that you want to include in the category pattern by clicking Include/ 

Exclude settings.

Step 6. Click Save to the save changes to the current category pattern, or click Save As to save changes in 

a new category pattern.

Results
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The modified category pattern is listed on the Extended ThinkServer CPlus BIOS Patterns tab in the 

Configuration Patterns: Category Patterns page: 

From this page, you can also perform the following actions on a selected category pattern:  

• Copy an existing pattern by clicking the Copy icon ( ).

• Delete a pattern by clicking the Delete icon ( ).

• Rename a pattern by clicking the Rename icon ( ). 

• Import or export patterns (see Importing and exporting user settings in the XClarity Administrator online 

documentation).
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Chapter 3. Deploying a server pattern to a server

You can deploy a server pattern to one or more individual servers or to groups of servers at the same 
firmware level. You can also deploy a server pattern to one or more empty bays in a chassis that is managed 
by Lenovo XClarity Administrator or in a placeholder chassis. Deploying a server pattern before the server is 
installed reserves management IP addresses, reserves virtual Ethernet or Fibre Channel addresses, and 
pushes the network setting to the relative switch internal ports.

Before you begin

Read the server-configuration considerations before you attempt to apply a server pattern to your managed 

devices (see Deploying a server pattern to a server).

Ensure that all target servers are at the same firmware level. When you learn a pattern from a specific server, 

the pattern contains configuration settings for the versions of firmware that are installed on that server. 

Procedure

To deploy a server pattern to a managed server, complete the following steps.

Step 1. From the Lenovo XClarity Administrator menu bar, click Provisioning ➙ Server Configuration 

Patterns. The Server Configuration Patterns page is displayed.

Step 2. Click the Server Patterns tab.

Step 3. Select the server pattern to deploy, and click the Deploy icon ( ). 

The Deploy Server Pattern dialog is displayed with the selected server pattern listed in the Pattern 

to Deploy list.

Step 4. Choose when to activate the configurations: 

• Full. Immediately powers on or restarts the server to activate server, baseboard management 

controller, and Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) configurations.

• Partial. (default) Immediately activates management-controller configurations, but defers the 

activation of server and UEFI configurations until the next server restart. The server must be 

manually powered on or restarted before the profile is fully activated.

Note: When deploying server patterns that included only IMM settings (including system 

information, management interface, and extended BMC category patterns), the server does not 

need to be restarted.

• Deferred. Generates a profile for the server, management controller, and UEFI configurations 

but does not activate the configuration settings on the server. You must manually activate the 

server profile by restarting the server before the profile is fully activated. 

Note: The network settings on the relative switch internal ports are pushed to the switch 

immediately after the deployment, regardless of activation configuration.

Step 5. Choose one or more servers or empty chassis bays to which you want to deploy the server pattern. 

Note: To display a list of empty chassis bays, select Show Empty Bays.

Step 6. Click Deploy. A dialog is displayed that lists the deployment status of each selected bay.

Step 7. Click Deploy again to start the deployment process. 

Note: Deployment might take several minutes to complete. During deployment, a server profile is 

created and assigned to each selected server or chassis bay.
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Step 8. Click Close. 

After you finish

You can monitor the deployment progress by clicking Monitoring ➙ Jobs from the XClarity Administrator 

menu bar. You can also monitor the server-profile creation by clicking Provisioning ➙ Server Profiles. After 

the deployment is complete, review the generated server profiles, and record the management IP address 

and any virtualized Ethernet or Fibre-Channel addresses. 

If you deployed a server pattern to an existing server and selected: 

• Full activation, a server profile is created for each server, the configuration is propagated to each server, 

and each server is rebooted to activate the configuration changes.

• Partial activation, a server profile is created for each server, and the configuration is propagated to each 

server. To fully activate the configuration changes, you must manually power on or restart each server (see 
Powering on and off a server in the XClarity Administrator online documentation).

• Deferred activation, a server profile is created for each server. You must manually activate the server 

profile on the server (see Activating a server profile in the XClarity Administrator online documentation). 

If you deployed a server pattern to an empty bay in a managed chassis or placeholder chassis, after the 

compute nodes are physically installed in appropriate chassis bays and then discovered and managed by 

Lenovo XClarity Administrator, you must deploy and activate the server profile to the newly installed compute 

nodes (see Activating a server profile in the Lenovo XClarity Administrator online documentation).

If one or more servers do not start after you deployed a new server pattern to those servers, the problem 

might be that the boot settings were overwritten with the default boot settings that are in the server pattern. 

For operating systems that are installed in UEFI mode, restoring the default settings might require additional 

configuration steps to restore the boot configuration. For examples for recovering boot settings on servers 

that are running on Windows or Linux, see Recovering boot settings after server pattern deployment in the 

Lenovo XClarity Administrator online documentation.
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